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WHO Parallel Imports Aug 20, 2015 . Parallel importation is the importation from an EU Member State or a country
within the European Economic Area of a medicinal product, which Parallel import - Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia ?Mar 20, 2015 . Parallel importation is a complex and often disputed issue in the IP field. Parallel
imports are genuine goods that are legitimately acquired Can You Trust Parallel Imported Goods in New Zealand?
Parallel import. A medicine sold in Belgium and in another member state of the European Union can be imported
by a company from that member state as long implementing parallel importation and licensing mechanisms to .
The term “parallel imports” (also known as “gray market goods”) refers to genuine branded goods . Exhaustion of
Trademark Rights and Parallel Importation. What is Parallel Importing? - Import & Export - About.com Jan 21, 2015
. How to get a parallel import licence for your medicine in the UK, including pharmacovigilance requirements and
submitting your application. Parallel Importation of Goods in Hong Kong and Mainland China . Aug 26, 2011 . A
recent case has opened up a limited means for registered trade mark owners to prevent the parallel importation of
products to Australia. Parallel import - Human medicines - FAMHP Sep 3, 2014 . Parallel importation can help level
the playing field for Australian consumers who are routinely slugged with higher prices for goods produced
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Parallel Imports/Gray Market - International Trademark Association Sep 17, 2015 . The Act allows for the parallel
importation of non-infringing copies of a work into New Zealand, with an exception in relation to films. Parallel
importing in New Zealand Ministry of Business, Innovation . mechanisms of parallel importation and licensing in fact
being used in Kenya; . that whereas there is significant use of parallel importation mechanism, there is Research
report - Copyright Restrictions on the Parallel Importation . When a state or group of states applies this principle of
exhaustion of intellectual property rights in a given territory, parallel importation is authorized to all . Parallel import Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia Nov 22, 2012 . Any would-be importer of grey goods now needs to investigate
carefully the circumstances under which the trade marks have been applied. ?Medicines: apply for a parallel import
licence - Detailed guidance . Parallel imports (sometimes referred to as gray market goods) refer to branded goods
that are imported into a market and sold there without the consent of the owner of the trademark in that market.
What is Parallel Importing? definition and meaning Nov 24, 2015 . The Australian government yesterday
announced it intends to repeal parallel importation restrictions on books, which has again caused Parallel import
issues under Indian trademark law - Lexology Parallel importing, also known as grey or direct importing, occurs if
your business sells products directly to consumers or businesses in Australia outside of the . Parallel Importation:
Economic and social welfare dimensions - IISD In a recent article I wrote, The Mysterious Triangular Trade, we
talked about what is a triangular trade. With parallel importing, it is a form of international trade Parallel Importation
- The Health Products Regulatory Authority Full Federal Court restricts parallel importation defence - Clayton Utz A
parallel import is a non-counterfeit product imported from another country without the permission of the intellectual
property owner. Parallel imports are often referred to as grey product, and are implicated in issues of international
trade, and intellectual property. Selling parallel imports ACCC Parallel Imports (Gray Market Goods) Parallel import
means that patented or marked goods are purchased in a foreign market and resold in the domestic market. These
are known as passive parallel Australia s current position on parallel importing: Proceed with . 1993. The Parallel
Importation of Unauthorized Genuine. Goods: Analysis and Observations of the Gray. Market. Richard M. Andrade.
Follow this and additional Addressing Parallel Import Goods Under US Law - Sutherland Asbill . The Parallel
Importation of Unauthorized Genuine Goods: Analysis . Parallel-importation is the importation from an EU Member
State or a country . from HPRA, the imported product may then be parallel-distributed in Ireland. Intellectual
property law: an introduction to parallel importation (1 . Parallel Importation: Economic and social welfare
dimensions. Frederick M. Abbott. June 2007. Prepared for the. Swiss Agency for. Development and. the empire will
strike back: the overlooked dimension to the parallel . Sep 18, 2015 . Parallel importing allows retailers,
wholesalers and other parties to obtain goods subject to intellectual property rights directly from licensed or
Parallel import means that patented or marked goods are . - WIPO Parallel import is a prevalent business model in
the new age economy. However, the laws governing parallel imports are still in infancy and require clarification
The term “parallel importation” refers to goods produced and sold legally, and subsequently exported. In that
sense, there is nothing “grey” about them, as the Parallel import means the import of goods from elsewhere for
resale in Hong Kong. Different from pirated or counterfeited goods, they are manufactured by or Parallel Import
Law Clarified Mirandah Asia - Patent & Design . A parallel import is a non-counterfeit product imported from
another country without the permission of the intellectual property owner. Parallel imports are often Parallel imports
- shopping - CHOICE Parallel Import Restrictions (PIRs) provide territorial protection for the publication of many
books in Australia, preventing booksellers from sourcing cheaper or . Parallel importing and copyright Ministry of
Business, Innovation . Definition of parallel importing: When an importer finds a cheaper price of a good or
equivalent good on the world market and imports the good instead. Parallel Imports and International Trade - WIPO
Parallel importing gives importers the opportunity to offer authentic branded item to consumers at a more affordable
price by cutting out the additional costs . Parallel importation and Australian book publishing: here we go again the

benefits that the relaxation of parallel import laws would otherwise bring about would not amount to a breach of
competition law. Given this finding, the article. Parallel Importation - Medicines Authority prevent the “parallel
import” of branded products to countries other than those countries to which the products are intended. Differences
in consumer preferences

